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born and raised in San Diego, I grew up the oldest of six

siblings. Under unfortunate circumstances, I was left to

fend for myself and my five siblings for a few years as a

preteen and, to pass the time, we'd go around in a circle and

tell stories to each other. whether it was a two-second

"scary story" about a mailbox or a secret agent action

thriller, I watched these kids make their visions a reality

from the start. The only movie we had was an old VHS of 

 "Mrs. Doubtfire", so I'd write us new storylines and direct

our little ensemble cast in the living room to no audience

but ourselves. At 17, I found myself signing away my life at a

Chicago college to get as far away as I could from my now

"reunified" family. it was tHere that I would jump into the

only real, and very codependent, relationship I would

know and step away from it six years later. soon after, I

found myself in a series of shitty situations and struggling

with my self-identity and self-worth. despite the lows, I felt

comforted knowing that I could work through whatever I

needed to with a story (and lots of therapy...eventually).
Over the few years of my writing, dramedy pieces

surrounding navigating your 20s have been my focus and a

fun experiment as I go through it myself.
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After impulsively breaking up with his long-term

girlfriend, Emma, in search of something new with their

neighbor, Claire, Charlie finds himself single and living

out of his car months later. With a misdemeanor on his

record and no career opportunities in sight,  he fumbles

into his personal version of escorting and sex work

thanks to the 78-year-old Edith. But, A chance encounter

with the mysterious Madam Ooi sends him on a journey

of self-discovery, self-love, and self-acceptance. Under

her roof of desperate misfits and her vision for the

perfect modern man, Charlie will shed his toxic

masculinity and find his self-worth through a series of

escorting gigs that will push the boundaries of what it

means to be a man.

Madam Ooi's Finishing School for Boys

Half-hour Dramedy Series
 

Atlanta meets High Maintenance set in the world of male escorting

MADAM OOI'S

FINISHING

SCHOOL FOR

BOYS



forced out of the apartment he shared with his codependent ex,

Amy, aspiring film photographer Tyler decides to interview for a

room with mutual acquaintance Lacey and her lesbian couple

roommates, Tanya and Geri, at their home and workplace: Smokey's

Drive-In Movie Theatre. After a gauntlet of an introduction to the

new roommates, Tyler gets an opportunity to pay off his portion

of the lease with Amy and finally move on thanks to a simple photo

gig for Smokey himself. But, when things go south, Tyler becomes an

accomplice to a double homicide, leading him back to the only

person he feels safe with, and the only person he wants to get

away from: Amy. Much to the chagrin of both Amy and the obsessive

Smokey, Lacey will become Tyler's life raft during his struggle and

the drive-in will be his Nirvana. Tyler will deal with the guilt and

trauma of this horrific incident while backsliding into his

relationship with Amy and being blackmailed by Smokey. With the

somewhat unconventional help from Lacey, Tanya, and Geri, Tyler

will discover the necessity of adult friendships, work through

shared trauma, and unpack the deep reality checks that come with

living with three women. 

Smokey's

Hour-long Dramedy Series

Breaking Bad meets Euphoria



Ant, a struggling, post-grad artist, is at a crossroads in life;

no family support, no career opportunities, a shit-load of

student loans, and plagued by suicidal thoughts. A letter from

his late grandfather sparks an idea to recreate their road trip

and end his life in an ‘accident’ on the other side of the

country. Things change when his estranged best friend, the

drunk, trust-fund baby, Trav, crashes the trip and obliviously

forces Ant to rethink his plan. After Trav forcibly suggests

they pick up a hitchhiker, the teenage Mormon runaway, Aero,

reluctantly joins the party. Along this road trip of rekindling

friendships and creating new ones, Ant, Trav, and Aero will face

their version of loneliness through an adventure filled with

facing past trauma, questioning identity, and Learning the

importance of human connection.

Road to Nowhere

Feature

Wristcutters meets Perks of Being a Wallflower
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